Climate change is caused by increased levels of greenhouse gases (GHGs) in our atmosphere which trap heat and disrupt our climate’s natural cycle. When we use fossil fuels like coal, natural gas, and oil to power our homes, businesses and vehicles, we add to the already high levels of GHGs in the atmosphere. As a part of building Resilient Together, we assessed GHG emission sources to identify targeted solutions to reduce these GHGs. The results indicated total GHG emissions in 2018 for Beverly were 461,499 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (MTCO₂e) and 419,005 MTCO₂e for Salem.

In addition to the emissions accounted for here, the choices we make as consumers create additional emissions outside of our two cities, from the food, clothing, and all the other goods we consume. As we develop this plan, we will look for opportunities where we can reduce GHGs beyond our boundaries as well as within them.

The energy we use to power, cool, and heat our homes, offices, and buildings is responsible for the most GHG emissions.

50% BEVERLY
54.5% SALEM

There are many opportunities to reduce the emissions each of us generates on a daily basis. As our electricity grid continues to get cleaner with solar and wind sources, it will be essential for us to reduce the amount of oil and natural gas we use to heat our homes and businesses. As you can see above, both heating sources are significant emitters of GHGs. The best way to eliminate these emissions is to convert homes and buildings to run 100% on clean electricity, while also promoting efficiency measures like insulation.

95% of transportation emissions in Beverly and Salem are generated by driving our gasoline vehicles to work, school, and around town.
Like most Massachusetts communities, Beverly and Salem are already experiencing the harmful impacts of climate change in the form of more frequent and severe storms, flooding, sea level rise, and extreme heat. Through Resilient Together, we are working to both reduce the emissions that cause climate change while also preparing our community for changes now and in the future.

**EXTREME STORMS**

Nor’easters, ice storms, blizzards, hurricanes, and heavy rain events lead to downed trees, power outages, property damage, school and business closures, and flooding (both inland and coastal). Between 1958-2012, the Northeast has seen the largest increase in the amount of precipitation falling in extreme events.

**Observed Change in Very Heavy Precipitation**

Nor'easters, ice storms, blizzards, hurricanes, and heavy rain events lead to downed trees, power outages, property damage, school and business closures, and flooding (both inland and coastal). Between 1958-2012, the Northeast has seen the largest increase in the amount of precipitation falling in extreme events.

**what we have already seen:**
- 71% increased rainfall since 1958
- 33% increase in rainfall from heavy storm events
- 11% change in precipitation

**what we can expect to see:**
- up to 5.4" more rainfall per year by 2050
- 71% increase in rainfall from heavy storm events
- 5.4" increase in rainfall per year, mostly in winter

**SEA LEVEL RISE**

Sea level rise has the potential to increase coastal flooding during storm events, and eventually permanently inundate low-lying areas in Beverly and Salem.

**what we can expect to see:**
- 3 FT projected sea level rise by 2050

**what we have already seen:**
- nearly 1 FT of sea level rise over the last century

**HEAT WAVES**

Heat waves put a heavy strain on electricity grids and increase heat-related illnesses, making it unsafe to be outside working or in homes without access to cooling.

**what we have already seen:**
- 7 annual days over 90°
- 71% increase in heat waves since 1970

**what we can expect to see:**
- up to 31 more days over 90°
- 7 annual days over 90°

**SUMMER WARMING SINCE 1970 (°F)**

For more information, visit [resilient-together.org](http://resilient-together.org).
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